Press release
HPC signs a Memorandum of Understanding
with IPC Learning & Consulting/PMLI to reinforce
Marine Training and Consulting Collaboration
Collaboration supports IPC’s target to establish as world-class maritime ecosystem
Hamburg, 1 April 2021 – HPC Hamburg Port Consulting, the logistics consultancy
providing management consulting and software solutions for ports, sea and inland
terminals as well as intermodal rail, has today virtually signed a memorandum of
understanding with IPC Learning & Consulting/ PT Pendidikan Maritim dan Logistik
(PMLI) to reinforce port, maritime, logistics training and consulting collaboration.
With more than 3,000 ports, Indonesia has a significant port community. As part of a
collaborative group of four Pelindos operating more than Indonesian 100 ports in total, IPC
operates twelve ports with a throughput of 6.72 million TEU and non-container-goods of
53.48 million tons in 2020.
Driven by the vision to become a world class maritime ecosystem, IPC aims at meeting the
requirement towards an international best practice workforce. Therefore, PT Pendidikan
Maritim dan Logistik Indonesia (PMLI)/IPC Learning & Consulting, as a subsidiary of IPC
responsible for training, is committed to establishing itself as a center for the development of
superior competencies of port, maritime, logistics, management, and leadership.
HPC has a footprint in port development in the Asia Pacific region through the
implementation of more than 250 projects for smaller and larger ports helping operators to
ensure sustainable growth of their assets.
The memorandum is set to create opportunities for mutual cooperation in the areas of smart
port technology, port logistics management, port marketing and port operations for the
handling of different commodities such as container, multipurpose, liquid & dry bulk, RoRo
and dangerous goods. Tapping on HPC’s extensive experience in strategic and operational
areas, HPC supports IPC in reaching their goals to establish the Indonesian port community
as world-class maritime ecosystem.
“At IPC, we want to reduce logistics costs and improve service quality to pioneer in providing
world class quality and world class port services”, said Chiefy Adi Kusmargono, CEO at PT
Pendidikan Maritim dan Logistik Indonesia/IPC Learning & Consulting. “Educating, training
and optimising the utilisation of resources in the field of maritime and logistic is ground laying
to reach this high ambitions. We value HPC’s outstanding expertise in port consulting and
see this as the right step in gaining knowledge transfer and achieving greater efficiency.”

“Due to the tradition of training and consulting at HPC, we deliver a combination of
knowledge management training with modern port management and terminal operating skills
to enable our clients to operate at a smart and sustainable level for the long term”, concluded
Dr Felix Kasiske, Managing Director at HPC. “We are honoured to accompany the dedicated
team at IPC on their ambitious path to growth. We would also like to thank the Consul
General Mr. Ardian Wicaksono of the Consulate General of the Republic of Indonesia in
Germany for the great effort in paving the way for this strong cooperation.”
For more information about HPC visit the webpage: www.hamburgportconsulting.com
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About HPC
Hamburg Port Consulting (HPC) operates as logistics consulting company specialised in strategy and
transformation services for the ports, terminals, and rail sectors. Since establishing in 1976, the Hamburg-based
consulting company has delivered approximately 1,700 projects across 130 countries spanning six continents
along the full port project development cycle. HPC employs about 100 domain experts with a background as
terminal operators, software engineers, logistics managers, transport economics and mathematicians. As a
subsidiary of the Hamburg Port and Logistics Corporation (HHLA), HPC has its root in port handling of container,
break bulk and multipurpose as well as hinterland operations. www.hamburgportconsulting.com

